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Abstract. Let Xg be a genus g ≥ 2 superelliptic curve, F its field of moduli,
and K the minimal field of definition. In this short note we construct an
equation of the curve Xg over its minimal field of definition K when Xg has
extra automorphisms. We make use of the dihedral invariants of superelliptic
curves as defined by Shaska in [6] and results on the automorphism groups of
superelliptic curves as in [10].
1. Introduction
Given an algebraic curve X of genus g ≥ 2, it is an open problem to determine
an equation for X over its minimal field of definition K. It is well known that
the minimal field of definition is an algebraic extension of the field of moduli F .
While for small genus it is known how to construct such equations, in general this
is still an open problem. The overall strategy is to describe the point in the moduli
space Mg corresponding to the given curve. This determines the field of moduli
F and the minimal field of definition K is a finite extension of the field of moduli.
However, describing the moduli point explicitly can be done only for superelliptic
curves of small genus; see [1–3].
Superelliptic curves are curves with affine equation yn = f(x). Such curves have
at least an automorphism of order n. The quotient by the automorphism group of
such curves is a genus 0 curve, hence a conic. This conic always has a rational point
over a quadratic extension of the field of moduli. Hence, for superelliptic curves
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[K : F ] ≤ 2. If the automorphism group of X is isomorphic to the cyclic group of
order n then an idea of Clebsch can be extended to determine if the field of moduli
is a field of definition. Moreover an equation can be determined over the minimal
field of definition. This is intended in [5].
When the superelliptic curves have extra automorphisms, i.e. the automorphism
group has size > n then the algorithm suggested above does not work. The iso-
morphism classes of such curves are determined by dihedral invariants (or Shaska
invariants) as in [4, 8, 9].
In this short note we give an equation of superelliptic curves of genus g ≥ 2
with extra automorphisms over the minimal field of definition K and determine the
algebraic conditions in terms of such invariants of curves when the field of moduli
is a field of definition.
Our main result is the following. Let X be a genus g ≥ 2 superelliptic curve,
defined over C, with an extra automorphism, s1, . . . , sg its dihedral invariants, F
the field of moduli, and K its minimal field of definition. Then,
i) The minimal field of definition K is K = F (
√
∆s)
ii) The equation of X over K is
yn = Axδ(s+1) +Axδs +
s−1∑
i=1
2s−i s1 · s
i
ssi −Ass+1−i
2ss21 − ss+1s
· xδ·i + 1
where
2s+1A2 − 2s+1s1A+ ss+1s = 0.
and ∆s is the discriminant of the above quadratic,
∆s = 2
s+1
(
2s+1s21 − 4ss+1s
)
.
Hence, this provides an Weierstrass equation of the curve over k(
√
∆s).
An immediate consequence of the above result is that the field of moduli is a
field of definition when the above quadratic has rational solutions. This happens if
and only if ∆s is a complete square.
It was noted in [9] that when ∆s the automorphism group of the curve is larger
and can be explicitly determined. The case when the genus g is odd differs from
the case when it is even. As a corollary we get that if ∆s = 0 then the field of
moduli is a field of definition as noted in [9] for hyperelliptic curves.
The results of this paper determine when the field of moduli is a field of definition
and give an equation of the curve over the minimal field of definition for almost all
superelliptic curves with extra automorphism. The next natural thing to study is
the case of the generic superelliptic curve, that is the curves with equation yn = f(x)
and automorphism group of order n > 2. Such algorithm is given in [7] for genus
g = 2 and it is intended in [5] for all superelliptic curves.
2. Preliminaries
Let Xg be a genus g ≥ 2 curve with full automorphism group G = Aut(Xg). The
curve Xg is called a superelliptic curve if there exists an element τ ∈ G which
is central in G and g(Xg/〈τ〉) = 0. Denote by H the cyclic group generated by τ ,
H = 〈τ〉. Thus, G = G/H is called the reduced automorphism group of Xg with
respect to H.
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Superelliptic curves are curves with affine equation yn = f(x). Denote with
K = k(x, y) the function field of Xg and by k(x) the genus zero subfield of K fixed
by H. Then, [K : k(x)] = n, where n = |H|. The group G is a subgroup of the
group of automorphisms of a genus zero curve. Therefore, G < PGL2(k) and G
is finite. Then, G is isomorphic to one of the following groups Cm, Dm, A4, S4, A5.
Since G is a degree n extension of G and we know the possible groups that occur
as G, it is possible to determine G and the equation of K, see [10].
The group G acts on k(x) via the natural way. The fixed field of this action is a
genus 0 field, say k(z). Thus, z is a degree |G| rational function in x, say z = φ(x).
Given a superelliptic curve Xg with equation yn = f(x) such that ∆(f, x) 6= 0,
the genus of the curve can be calculated using the following formula
g = 1 +
1
2
(nd− n− d− gcd(d, n)) .
where deg f = d > n. If d and n are relatively prime then g = (n−1)(d−1)2 , see [11]
for proof.
Much interesting to us are superelliptic curves with extra automorphism. Let
Xg be a superelliptic curve that has an extra automorphism σ ∈ G such that its
projection σ ∈ G has order δ ≥ 2. Then the equation of the superelliptic curve is
given as yn = g(xδ) or yn = xg(xδ), for some g ∈ k[x], see [4] for proof. In other
words Xg has equation
yn = g(xδ) := xsδ + as−1x(s−1)δ + · · ·+ a1xδ + 1,
or
yn = xg(xδ) := x(s+1)δ + asx
sδ + · · ·+ a1xδ + x.
For both cases the dihedral invariants of such curves or Shaska-invariants denoted
by s-invariants are defined in [6, 8, 9]. They were discovered by Shaska in his the-
sis for curves of genus 2 with extra automorphisms and later generalized to all
hyperelliptic curves in [9] for all hyperelliptic curves with extra automorphisms.
Such invariants are used by many authors in computational aspects of hyperelliptic
and superelliptic curves such as Duursma, Ritzenthaler, Lauter, Lercier, et al. We
define them for our purposes in the next section.
3. Equation of superelliptic curves and dihedral invariants
Let Xg be a superelliptic curve defined over a field k, chark = 0 such that Xg
has an extra involution and its Weierstrass equation is given by
(1) yn = xδ(s+1) + asx
δs + as−1xδ(s−1) + · · ·+ a2xδ·2 + a1xδ + 1
Our main goal is to find an equation of this curve defined over its minimal field
of definition. The corresponding moduli point of such curves is determined by the
dihedral invariants s1, . . . , ss and the field of moduli is k(s1, . . . , ss).
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Recall that the dihedral invariants are defined as follows
s1 = a
s+1
1 + a
s+1
s
s2 = a
s−1
1 a2 + a
s−1
s as−1
· · ·
si = a
s+1−i
1 ai + a
s+1−i
s as+1−i
· · ·
ss+1−i = ai1as+1−i + a
i
sai
· · ·
ss−1 = a21as−1 + a
2
sa2
ss = 2a1as
Notice that these invariants are homogenous polynomials of degree s + 1 to 2 re-
spectively. The field of moduli of the corresponding curve is given by k(s1, . . . , ss).
Our goal is to find a Weierstrass equation over k(s1, . . . , ss) of the curve in Eq. (1).
We perform a coordinate change
x→ δ√as x
to get
yn = as+1s x
δ(s+1) + as+1s x
δs + as−1 · as−1s xδ(s−1) + · · ·+ a2 · a2s xδ·2 + a1as xδ + 1
Denote by A := as+1s . Then we have
2s+1A2 − 2s+1s1A+ ss+1s = 0.
This quadratic has discriminant
∆s = 2
s+1
(
2s+1s21 − 4ss+1s
)
The equation of the curve becomes
yn = Axδ(s+1) +Axδs +
s−1∑
i=1
aia
i
s · xδ·i + 1
We will show that all coefficients aia
i
s, i = 1, . . . , s − 1, can be expressed in terms
of the dihedral invariants and A. Hence, we have an equation of the curve over the
quadratic extension k
√
∆s.
Theorem 1. Let X be a genus g ≥ 2 superelliptic curve, defined over C, with an
extra automorphism, s1, . . . , sg its dihedral invariants, F the field of moduli, and K
its minimal field of definition. Then, the following are true
i) The minimal field of definition K is K = F (
√
∆s)
ii) The equation of X over K is
(2) yn = Axδ(s+1) +Axδs +
s−1∑
i=1
2s−i s1 · s
i
ssi −Ass+1−i
2ss21 − ss+1s
· xδ·i + 1
where
2s+1A2 − 2s+1s1A+ ss+1s = 0.
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Proof. Part i) is an immediate consequences of the above. To prove part ii) we
have to express the coefficients aia
i
s of x
δ·i, i = 2, . . . , s− 1, in terms of s1, . . . , ss.
From the definitions of si we get the following equations:
s1 = a
s+1
1 + a
s+1
s
ss = 2a1as
si = a
s+1−i
1 ai + a
s+1−i
s as+1−i
ss+1−i = ai1as+1−i + a
i
sai
A = as+1s
We multiply both sides in the definition of si by a
i
sa
i
1 =
(
ss
2
)i
and have
(3)
(ss
2
)i
si = a
s+1
1 · ai · ais + as+1s · ai1 · as+1−i
From the definition of ss+1−i we have
ai1as+1−i = ss+1−i − aiais,
which we substitute in the Eq. (3). Hence,
aia
i
s =
1
as+11 − as+1s
(
sis
2i
si −A ss+1−i
)
Denote by B := as+11 − as+1s . Notice that
(
as+11 − as+1s
) (
as+11 + a
s+1
s
)
= a
2(s+1)
1 − a2(s+1)s
= a
2(s+1)
1 + 2 (a1as)
s+1
+ a2(s+1)s − 2 (a1as)s+1
=
(
as+11 + a
s+1
s
)2 − 2 (ss
2
)s+1
= s21 −
1
2s
ss+1s
Hence, Bs1 = s
2
1 − 12s ss+1s and
B = s1 − 1
2s
ss+1s
s1
,
provided that s1 6= 0.
Hence,
aia
i
s = 2
s−i s1 · s
i
ssi −Ass+1−i
2ss21 − ss+1s
as claimed. This completes the proof. 
The natural question is for what values of s1, . . . , ss is
∆s = 2
s+1
(
2s+1s21 − 4ss+1s
)
a complete square in K. In this case the field of moduli would be equal to the field
of definition.
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